The Supporting Information contains more detailed crystallographic data, the phonon band structure of Bi-139 and the band structure calculations performed by applying strain that are not shown in the main article. * Electronic address: fvmunoz@u.chile.cl † Electronic address: maia_garcia@ehu.es
Crystal Information
The primitive cell of Bi-139 has the following lattice vectors (given in Å) 
Then it is possible to obtain the Bi-139 phase by applying strain to de Bi-II phase. In both phases the atoms are in similar positions A. Phonon band structure of Bi-139
The phonon band structure of Bi-139 is shown in Fig. 1 . There are no phonon branches with imaginary frequencies, thus demonstrating lattice thermal stability. We notice a clear mode softening at Z. Similar results were also obtained without spin-orbit, demonstrating that it is not this interaction that stabilizes this structure. 
Mirror Chern Number
The mirror Chern number can be calculated only for those planes in the BZ which are invariant under a mirror operation. In this work, only the planes which are mapped on themselves under the mirror operation were considered. They will be denoted by M. The states with wave vectors k in these planes are eigenstates of the mirror operator with the eigenvalues ±i and can be divided into two subgroups labeled by their mirror eigenvalue [2] .
For both of the subspaces, the Berry curvature Ω ±i of the occupied states can be calculated
as
considering only states with the same mirror eigenvalue in the sum. The eigenvectors n k and the eigenvalues E n k of the TB Hamilton matrix H k are calculated numerically and the gradient of the TB Hamilton matrix can be expressed analytically in the TB model.
The Chern numbers are given as the integrals of the Berry curvature of the occupied states 
